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Given a matrix A E M,(C), the n by n complex matrices, we may 
associate with it three well-studied subsets of the complex plane: F(A), the 
field of values of A; and G,(A)and G,(A), the Gersgorin row disks and column 
disks, respectively [2]. All three sets are inclusion sets for the spectrum of A 
as well as for the spectra of all principal submatrices of ,4. There are, of 
course, important differences between F(A) and the Gersgorin sets. For 
instance, neither G,(A) nor G,(A) is contained in F(A), and F(A) is not 
necessarily contained even in the convex hull of G,.(A) or G,(A). Only for 
scalar matrices do the three sets coincide. It is the goal of this note to point 
out some links between F(4) and the Gersgorin sets. 
For A E M,(C), theJield of values is defined as 
F(A) = {xAx*: x E cn, xx* = l}, 
and the numerical radius is denoted by r(A) = maxtEFcA) 1 t 1 . It is well- 
known that F(A) is a closed, bounded convex set containing the spectrum. 
a(A), of A and the spectra of all principal submatrices of A. 
If A = (aij), let 
&(A) = f I aif I 
i=l 
&i 
and let C,(A) = i 1 aij [ . 
*=1 
i#j 
Then we shall denote by G,(A) the union of the n circular disks 
I 2 - aii I G K(A), i = l,..., 71, 
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and denote by G,(A) the union of the n circular disks 
I x - %j I < Cj(A), j = I,..., n. 
Let, also, G(A) = G,(A) n G,(A). Then a(A) C G(A), and the spectra of 
all principal submatrices of A are contained in G(A) as well. Analogous with 
r(A), let 
&(A) = IEgy$ I t I 9 r gc(4 = tE%yA, I t I > 0 
and g(A) = max{g,.(A), g,(A)}. Both g,.(A) and g,(A) as well as r(A) are 
natural upper bounds for the spectral radius, maxtEo(A) 1 t 1 , of A. 
2. 
First we make a Gersgorin-type estimate of r(A). 
THEOREM 1. If A = (au) E M,(C), then 
Proof. First we observe that without loss of generality, we may assume A 
is a nonnegative real matrix. For if x = (x1 ,..., x,), we have 
Now assume A is real and entrywise nonnegative. Since F(A) is compact 
and because of the triangle inequality, 7(A) is assumed for a nonnegative 
real vector X: 
r(A) = xAx*, x 2 0, xx* = 1. 
For B E M,(C), let Re(B) = (B + B*)/2, the Hermitian part of B, and 
if a(B) is real, let X,(B) denote the largest of the characteristic roots of B. 
Then in our case 
xAx* = x Re(A) x* < r(Re(A)) = h,(Re(A)) < the largest row sum of Re(A). 
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which proves the first inequality. 
The second inequality is seen from 
The fact that if DE M,(R) is doubly stochastic, then r(D) = 1 is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE. It is not in general true that F(A) C G,(A) nor that 
r(A) <g,(A). For A = [: i] , G,(A) is th e unit circular disk in the complex 
plane and g,.(A) = 1. H owever, if x = (21/2/31/2, 1/3112), then xx* = 1 and 
x/lx* = (2 + 21j2)/3 > 1, which implies r(A) > 1. 
3. 
A matrix A for which 0 $ G(A) is usually referred to as diugonuZZy 
dominant. It is clear that 0 is excluded from a(A) if for some diagonal D, 
DA is diagonally dominant or if for some diagonal E, 0 #F(EA). Before 
proving our next theorem, we state without proof two lemmas, the second of 
which is adapted from the literature. 
LEMMA 1. If A E M,(C) and D is an invertible diagonal matrix, then 
(1) 0 $ G,(A) $f 0 # G,(DA) and (2) 0 $ G,(A) $7 0 $ G,(AD). 
LEMMA 2 [l]. Suppose A E M,(R) has positive diagonal entries and non- 
positive off-diagonal entries and 0 $ G,(A); then there is a positive diagonal 
matrix D E M,(R) such that 0 # GJDA). 
In the following, let H denote the right complex half-plane: Re(z) > 0. 
THEOREM 2. If A E Mn( C) and G,(A) C H, then there is a positive diagonal 
matrix D such that F(DA) C H. 
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Proof. That G,(A) C H implies Re aii > R,(A), i = I,..., n. Let B = (biJ 
be defined by bij = Re aij if i = j and bii = - 1 aij 1 if i #j. Now we have 
0 4 G,(B), and B satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2. Hence, there is a 
positive diagonal matrix D such that 0 $ G,(DB). By Lemma 1, 0 $ G,(DB) 
also. Since R,(DA) = R,(DB), C,(DA) = C,(DB) and Re(d,a,,) = dibii > 0, 
i, j = l,..., n, it follows that G,(DA) u G,(DA) C H. Applying the triangle 
inequality, we obtain that G,(Re(DA)) = G,.(Re(DA)) C H which implies 
o(Re(DA)) C H. Thus, all characteristic roots of Re(DA) are positive, so 
that Re(DA) is positive definite. This, in turn, meansF(DA) C H, as was to be 
shown. 
THEOREM 3. If A E M%(C) is such that 0 $ G(DA) for some diagonal 
matrix D, then there is a diagonal matrix E such that 0 q! F(EA). 
Proof. The assumption 0 $ G(DA) implies that either 0 $ G,.(DA) or 
0 4 G,(DA). Suppose 0 $ G,(DA). Construct a unitary diagonal matrix U so 
that the diagonal entries of UDA are positive. This effectively rotates all the 
Gerrgorin row disks and we have G7(UDA) C H. Now apply Theorem 2 
to the mmatrix UDA to produce a positive diagonal matrix Dl with 
F(D,UDA) C H. Then letting E = D,UD completes the proof in this case. 
In case 0 E G,(DA) and 0 # GJDA), we may argue simiIarly. If 0 4 G,(DA), 
then 0 $ G,(A*D*). Pick U and Dl as before so that F(D,UA*D*) C H. This 
implies F(DAU*D,) C H and since U*D, is invertible, DAU*D, is congruent 
to U*D;lDA. This means F(U*D;lDA) C H and by letting E = U*D;lD 
in this case, the proof is complete. 
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